Formula Student
OZ Wheels Program

13” Aluminium wheel
- standard dimension: 7x13
- offset: 22
- indicative weight: 3.4 Kg (might change slightly according to hub geometry)
- standard bolt pattern:
  100x4 and center hole diameter 50 mm for wheels to be fixed by bolts or
  100x12 and center hole diameter 72 mm for wheels with central lock
- minimum order : 4 pieces
- finishing: black with OZ RACING white letterings

13” Magnesium wheel
- standard dimension: 7x13
- offset: 30
- indicative weight: 2.450 Kg (central lock version +/-0 .100 Kg)
- standard bolt pattern:
  100x4 and center hole diameter 50 mm for wheels to be fixed by bolts or
  100x16 and center hole diameter 72 mm for wheels with central lock
- minimum order : 4 pieces
- finishing: Matt Star Graphite with OZ RACING white letterings

10” Central Lock Magnesium wheel
- standard dimension: 7x10
- offset: 22
- indicative weight: 1.660 kg (+/-0 .100 Kg)
- standard bolt pattern:
  80x12 and center hole diameter 55 mm
- minimum order : 4 pieces
- finishing: Matt Star Graphite with OZ RACING white letterings
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